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Nanostructural hybrid organic-inorganic metal halide perovskites offer a wide range of potential applications including photovoltaics, solar cells, and light emitting diodes. Up to now the surface stabilizing
ligands were used solely to obtain the optimal properties of nanoparticles in terms of dimensionality and
stability, however their possible additional functionality was rarely considered. In the present work,
hybrid lead bromide perovskite nanoparticles (PNP) were prepared using a unique approach where a
peptide nucleic acid is used as a surface ligand. Methylammonium lead bromide perovskite colloidal
nanoparticles stabilized by thymine-based peptide nucleic acid monomer (PNA-M) and relevant trimer
(PNA-T) were prepared exhibiting the size below 10 nm. Perovskite structure and crystallinity were
veriﬁed by X-ray powder diffraction spectroscopy and high resolution transmission electron microscopy.
PNP-PNA-M and PNP-PNA-T colloidal dispersions in chloroform and toluene possessed green-blue
ﬂuorescence, while Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and quantum chemical calculations showed that the PNA coordinates to the PNP surface through the primary amine group. Additionally, the sensing ability of the PNA ligand for adenine nucleic acid was demonstrated by
photoluminescence quenching via charge transfer. Furthermore, PNP thin ﬁlms were effectively produced by the centrifugal casting. We envision that combining the unique, tailored structure of peptide
nucleic acids and the prospective optical features of lead halide perovskite nanoparticles could expand
the ﬁeld of applications of such hybrids exploiting analogous ligand chemistry.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Over the last decade, lead halide perovskites have emerged as a
true ‘superstar’ among semiconducting materials. Due to their
simple, cost-efﬁcient synthesis and processing, their structural and
thus, optical/electrical adjustability, lead halide perovskites have
found application in many types of devices, such as photovoltaic
cells [1e3], solid state lasers [4,5], light emitting diodes [6], photodetectors [7] and solar fuels production [8]. Additionally to thin
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ﬁlms and single crystal lead halide perovskite, nanosized perovskites deserve a particular interest, since the facile perovskite lattice crystallization allows the preparation of various types of
nanoparticles and nanostructures, including spherical nanoparticles [9], nanoplatelets [10], nanorods [11], or nanowires [12],
among others. Perovskite nanostructures could display extraordinary photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) close to 100%,
related to the charge conﬁnement and lower defect concentration,
as reported recently by S. Gonzalez-Carrero et al. [13] However,
charge transport properties of perovskite nanostructures are usually behind those of 3D bulk perovskites [14]. One of the main issues, which hinders the utilization of perovskite nanoparticles
(PNP) for certain electrical application, is the non-efﬁcient
screening of the electronehole Coulomb interaction, as compared
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to bulk materials. In fact, nanoparticles surrounded by an organic
medium present a smaller dielectric constant [15] that has an
exciton binding energy in the range of 200e500 meV [16], which is
an order of magnitude higher in comparison with the bulk perovskites [17]. Thus, the higher exciton binding energy signiﬁcantly
reduces the exciton dissociation probability, prior to radiative decay
as compared to the bulk, which results in a superior PLQY and poor
charge transfer.
The preparation of peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) as synthetic
analogues of naturally occurring nucleic acids [18,19] has attracted
signiﬁcant amount of interest in the last couple of decades. In
contrast to deoxyribonucleic acids (DNAs), with a negatively
charged chiral sugar-phosphate backbone, PNAs have a neutral and
achiral pseudopeptide backbone consisting of N-(2-aminoethyl)
glycine units. Moreover, the presence of the peptide backbone in
PNA opens a path to simple chemical modiﬁcations and conjugation of various chemical groups, resulted from its chemical versatility and architectural ﬂexibility. Similar to DNA, PNA forms duplex
spiral with itself and other nucleic acids by WatsonCrick base
pairing [20]. The weak distance dependence of the charge hopping
mechanism and its prevalence in duplex drives the further potential exploration of charge transfer through PNA units. So far, several
groups have already reported the charge transfer in PNA-metal
complexes [21], the possible numerous PNA modiﬁcations [22],
the self-assembling of PNA layers [23] and the formation of PNA/
DNA ensembles [24]. Therefore, the unique properties exhibited by
PNA recently attracted a considerable attention, not only in biomolecular applications but also in materials sciences and nanotechnology [25].
In this work, we introduce a pioneering approach to stabilize
PNP with thymine-based peptide nucleic acid prepared by ligand
assisted precipitation technique [26], since PNA has much higher
local dielectric constant than the organic materials [27] which
could be beneﬁcial in terms of charge transfer. The combination of
both unique PNP and PNA materials properties could open a
pathway towards new generation of applied functional materials
which can be utilized as molecular machines, switches and logic
gates, which may be designed using PNA stabilized PNP as components or as switching stimuli.
2. Materials and methods
Lead (II) bromide (PbBr2 99.999%), methylammonium bromide
(MABr, 98%) and adenine (>99%) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. Hexanoic acid (98%) was purchased from TCI. Solvents N,Ndimethylformamide (DMF), chloroform and toluene were of reagent grade (99.8%) and were purchased from VWR. All chemicals
were used as received without any further puriﬁcation steps. PNA
monomer (PNA-M) and trimer (PNA-T) were synthetized according
to the detailed procedure described in Supporting Information.
PNP were prepared via a ligand assisted precipitation technique
[13,26]. Typically, the precursor solution was made by dissolving in
DMF the blends of PbBr2, MABr, PNA-M or PNA-T and hexanoic acid
at molar ratios 1:1.1:0.8/0.4:9.5, respectively, related to precursor
concentration of 0.027, 0.030, 0.022/0.011 and 0.26 mol/L, respectively. Then, the precursor solution (20 mL) was precipitated in a vial
with 10 mL of an antisolvent (toluene or chloroform) placed in an
ice bath (0e3  C) while being stirred at 1000 rpm. After that, the
resulted precipitate was isolated by centrifugation (5000 rpm for
10 min), and the supernatant was consequently discharged. Finally,
the yielded solid materials PNP-PNA-M or PNP-PNA-T was redispersed in the corresponding solvent or dried by vacuum at 40  C for
further characterization.
For ﬁlm preparation, the precursor solution (50 mL) was
precipitated in toluene (25 mL) in an ice bath while being stirred at

1000 rpm. A glass substrate was placed into the centrifugation tube
and the PNP were centrifugal casted onto the substrate. The supernatant was discharged and then the ﬁlm was dried on a hot
plate at 40  C in ambient conditions.
For adenine-binding tests, colloidal solutions were prepared by
precipitation of PNA-M precursor solution (50 mL) in toluene
(50 mL) in an ice bath. Then, adenine in various concentrations (0,
20, 60 and > 100% to the amount of thymine-based PNA-M) was
added to the dispersion in order to test adenine sensing abilities of
the PNP. The mixture was subsequently stirred at room temperature for 5 h, in order to induce hydrogen bonding between adenine
and thymine group from the PNA-M molecules.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
images and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental
mapping were obtained with Titan (FEI) microscope using Holey
carbon ﬁlm 300 Mesh copper grids. ImageJ software was used to
determine the average particles size distribution from ca. 200
measurements from TEM images. Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a PerkinElmer
Spectrum 100. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were
performed on a Empyrean (PANalytical) diffractometer using Cu Ka
(1.540598 Å) radiation at a voltage of 40 kV and 30 mA. To obtain
solid material for powder XRD characterization, colloidal solutions
were prepared by precipitation of precursor solution (1 mL) in
toluene (50 mL) under cold conditions (0e3  C), followed by
centrifugation (5000 rpm for 10 min). Supernatant was discharged
and the solid material was dried in a vacuum oven (40  C) overnight. UltravioleteVisible (UVeVis) and ﬂuorescence spectroscopy
were used to characterize the optical properties of the PNP. UVeVis
spectroscopy was carried out with a Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR
spectrometer (PerkinElmer). Photoluminescent (PL) spectra were
taken on a ﬂuorimeter from Photon Technology International.
UVeVis and PL spectra of colloidal PNP suspensions were measured
in a 1  1 cm quartz cuvette. For the optical characterization the
ﬁlms were exposed to the 405 nm excitation wavelength at 50
angle. PLQY of PNP colloidal solutions and thin ﬁlms were
measured using integrating sphere Hamamatsu Photonics A992406, with Shamrock SR-303i monochromator and Andor iDus
SiCCD detector. To characterize the surface morphology of the ﬁlm,
atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Bruker Innova) was used. For the
temperature dependent optical measurements PNP thin ﬁlms were
placed in QuantumDesign DynaCool PPMS, COHERENT OBIS 405
excitation laser beam was supplied with a ﬁber optics with
Shamrock SR-303i monochromator and Andor iStar DH320T-18U73 charge couple device camera.
3. Results and discussion
In order to test the inﬂuence of the capping agent concentration
on the PNP formation, different molar eq. of synthetized PNA-M to
PbBr2 were used in the preparation of the precursor solution (0.4,
0.8, 1.0 and 1.6 eq.). The PNP prepared with different amounts of
capping agents were characterized by UVeVis and PL spectroscopy
(see Fig. SI-3). In all cases the colloidal solutions exhibited green
light emission after UV irradiation, showing a yellowish color under
visible light. For further experiments the PNA-M concentration
selected was 0.8 eq. For the PNP precipitation optimization, three
different molar ratios of hexanoic acid: PbBr2 were chosen (0, 2.4
and 9.5), and the molar equivalents of the precursors selected were
1, 1.1 and 0.8 for PbBr2, MABr and PNA-M, respectively. It was
observed that when hexanoic acid was not present as capping
agent, the prepared colloidal solution tended to aggregate immediately after the precipitation. Similarly, when 2.4 M ratio to PbBr2
were added, the degradation of colloidal solution was faster.
Therefore, the carboxylic acid molar ratio was maintained at 9.5, in
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agreement with previously reported results by Perez-Prieto et al.
[13] Furthermore, the inﬂuence of washing PNP-PNA-M after the
preparation was tested. For that, the colloidal solution was centrifuged (5000 rpm for 10 min), the supernatant was discharged and
the solid material was redispersed in the corresponding solvent
(toluene or chloroform). Then, the crude and the washed colloidal
solutions were tested by UVeVis and PL spectroscopy observing
that the washing did not cause any signiﬁcant changes in the optical properties of the samples, as seen in Fig. SI-4.
The stabilization of PNP was also achieved by using a synthetized PNA-T (see experimental details in SI). In the accordance with
the results obtained from PNP-PNA-M, nanoparticles PNP-PNA-T
were prepared from precursor solutions with molar equivalents of
1, 1.1 and 9.5, for PbBr2, MABr, and HeA respectively, whereas the
molar equivalents of PNA-T varied from 0.4, 0.8 to 1.2. Interestingly,
in this case, the molar equivalent of 1.2 eq. of PNA-T in precursor
solution did not lead to the formation of PNP. Nevertheless, when
molar equivalents 0.4 and 0.8 were used, yellow colloidal solutions
with green emission were obtained (see in Fig. SI-5). Therefore, in
this case 0.4 molar equivalents of PNA-T were selected for the formation of PNP-PNA-T nanoparticles, as shown in Fig. 1c-d, both for
toluene (T) and chloroform (C) colloidal solutions.
UVeVis and ﬂuorescence spectroscopy were applied to characterize optically both PNP-PNA-M and PNP-PNA-T colloidal solutions, and their corresponding PLQY was determined. Initially,
precursor solutions were precipitated in solvents toluene or chloroform to evaluate a possible solvent effect. PNP-PNA-M colloidal
dispersion exhibited green-blue ﬂuorescence with an emission
maximum of 505 nm for both samples prepared in chloroform and
toluene (see Fig. 1c). The PLQY values of the above mentioned
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colloidal solutions were 3 ± 2% and 6 ± 2% for the PNP dispersed in
toluene and chloroform, respectively. PNP stabilized by PNA-trimer
(PNP-PNA-T) exhibited red-shifted emission, at 528 and 518 nm for
toluene and chloroform colloidal solution, respectively (see Fig. 1d),
which corresponded to PLQY values between 0.5 and 1%. Obtained
PLQY values were signiﬁcantly lower in comparison to some
already reported colloidal PNP suspensions [13]. Nevertheless, the
formation of the particles at nanoscale size was proved by HRTEM
(as it can be seen in Fig. 1e-f) and a similar average size of the
nanoparticles formed was obtained for both nanomaterials PNPPNA-M and PNP-PNA-T (9.4 ± 2.0 nm and 9.5 ± 2.3 nm, respectively). The nanoparticles size distribution and further nanoparticles HRTEM images are shown in Fig. SI-6. Worth noting that
the distribution of the PNP size was affected by the TEM sample
preparation, as far as during the drying process aggregations could
occur, and the possible organic shell formed may be affected by
local elevated temperatures during the measurements under the
electron beam irradiation. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern
of TEM images conﬁrmed the crystalline structure. Additionally,
energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to semiquantitatively conﬁrm the composition of the nanoparticles. A
signiﬁcant presence of elements Br, Pb, C, O, and N were detected in
the PNPs, as seen in the TEMEDSelemental mapping images (see
Fig. 1g and Fig. SI-8). Approximately all the elements were homogeneously distributed among the sample, proving that no random
aggregates were formed, except for a lead-rich area detected at the
one of the NPs edges (more apparent in the merged image of
Fig. 1g), what could indicate a possible Pb(0) surface passivation of
PNPs [28]. Copper was not considered in the analysis since these
elements are present in the TEM sample holder and traces of Si

Fig. 1. a) Structure of PNA-monomer (PNA-M) and b) of PNA-trimer (PNA-T); c) UV-VIS and PL spectra of colloidal solutions of PNP-PNA-M (0.8 mol eq. of PNA-M), inset photo of
colloidal solutions under UV irradiation in chloroform (C) and toluene (T); d) UV-VIS and PL spectra of colloidal solutions of PNP-PNA-T (0.4 mol eq. of PNA-T), inset photo of
colloidal solutions under UV irradiation; e) TEM image of PNP-PNA-M, scale bar 10 nm, inset: FFT image; f) TEM image of PNP-PNA-T, scale bar 10 nm, inset: FFT image; and g)
TEMEDSelemental mapping images of PNP-PNA-T, scale bar ¼ 100 nm.
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were neglected from likely handling contamination during TEM
sample preparation.
The perovskite structure was veriﬁed by powder XRD spectroscopy (spectra shown in Fig. SI-7). Peaks corresponding to the
reﬂections (001), (011), (111), (002), (021), (211), (220) and (300)
were observed at positions 14.88 , 21.11, 25.93 , 30.03 , 33.68,
37.00 , 43.00 and 45.74 respectively. In general, the XRD patterns
were in a good agreement with previously reported results [29,30]
and conﬁrmed the cubic unit cell structure of the PNP. The broadening of the peaks observed for the nanomaterial PNP-PNA-M was
attributed to the decreasing crystallite size.
Additionally, in order to further investigate the stabilization
of nanoparticles through the PNA-based ligands interaction in
the precursor solvent, Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was selected alongside with density functional theory
(DFT) calculations. For that, the nanoparticles stabilization can
be executed by the PNA monomer coordination to the PNP
surface through two ways: by the primary amine or by the
primary amide group, as it can be observed from the molecular
structure of the PNA-M (Fig. 2). Assuming that the precursor

reagents form coordination complexes already in the solution
[31], they were modeled here using Gaussian 09 software
package relative systems: Model #1 and Model #2 (see Fig. 2).
As the criteria of the geometrical preferences, free Gibbs energy
was considered. For the geometry optimization the 6 311þG*
with split-valence polarized triple-z basis set polarization and
diffuse functions on heavy atoms for C, N, H and O atoms, and
Los Alamos National Laboratory 2 Double-z (LANL2DZ) was used
for Pb and Br atoms. The SCRF procedure was applied to take
into account effect of the solvent (DMF). Force constants and the
resulting vibrational frequencies were computed in order to
simulate IR spectra of the complexes. Comparing above
mentioned model #1 and model #2, it could be observed that
when PNA-M is coordinated to the PbBr
3 group by the primary
amide (model #2) intermolecular H-bond is formed between the
carbonyl group of the thymine and NHþ
3 group from the amide.
Moreover, model #1 was more energetically favorable by 0.72 eV
than model #2. Due to high computational costs the simulation
was performed solely for PNA-M molecules, considering structural similarities to PNA-T.

Fig. 2. FTIR spectra of PNP and their ligands and model #1 and #2 simulations that are attributed to the presence of ligands on the surface of PNP.
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For unveiling the formation mechanism of the PNP in presence
of PNA-M and PNA-T as ligands (PNP-PNA-M and PNP-PNA-T
nanomaterials), the FTIR spectra of the precursor solutions and the
nanomaterials were measured (Fig. 2) [32]. Characteristic signals
from PNA-M and PNA-T were detected and main groups appeared
at similar wavelengths, as expected from their chemical structure.
In PNA-M a band at 3140 cm1 was assigned to the NeH from
amide I, whereas 1537 and 1520 cm1 peaks belonged to stretching
CeN and broadening NeH from the amide II in both precursors.
This peak was slightly bigger for PNA-T since its structure contained
three NeH groups (secondary amide). Carbonyl vibrations (C]O)
from this secondary amide appeared at 1661 and 1651 cm1 for
PNA-M and PNA-T respectively, whereas CeN stretching (amide III)
were visible at 1251 cm1 in both PNA-based precursors. Two broad
bands located between 3350 and 3150 cm1 could be assigned to
the NeH stretching of the primary amide. Interestingly, two broad
peaks between 1670 and 1705 cm1 were detected in both PNAbased PNP, which were assigned to the carbonyl group from PNA
precursor and to solvent traces. The three main characteristic peaks
from MABr were assigned at 2700-3300 cm1 (broad signal, BreH)
and 1000 (narrow) and 912 cm1 (medium) signals due to the CeH
rocking bonds [33,34]. Those signals were slightly detected in both
prepared PNPs, nevertheless, those bands could also be attributed
to the primary ammonium salt of the PNA. Since PNA related absorption peaks were successfully observed in each corresponding
prepared PNP, simulated and measured FTIR spectra were
compared and it was observed that in case of the simulated spectrum of model #2, intramolecular H-bond results in strong characteristic peak at ~2800 cm1, which is absent in the measured
spectra of PNP. Moreover, overall deformation of the PNA-M
molecule results in shift of the main peaks (NHþ
3 coordinated to
1
PbBr
and carbonyl group of
3 present as a wide peak at ~3200 cm
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thymine moiety). Therefore, it can be assumed that model #1
corresponds to the complex formed in the solution, thus PNA is
most likely bonded to the PNP surface by the coordinate bond by
the primary amine, concluding that the thymine group is directed
outwards and its functionality is preserved.
Thin ﬁlms were prepared from PNP dispersion by centrifugal
casting method. Generally, as opposed to the spin casting of the
same materials, ﬁlms prepared by centrifugal casting method are
densely packed and uniform (Fig. 3b and c). The ﬁlms were characterized by UVeVis and PL spectroscopy. The emission maximum
for PNP-PNA-M and for PNP-PNA-T was 519 and 531 nm, respectively. In general, emission peak of the ﬁlms was red-shifted when
compared to the colloidal solutions, assumingly due to the partial
aggregation. The results were summarized in Table 1. Furthermore,
as expected, the PLQY of the PNP-PNA-M and of PNP-PNA-T ﬁlms
were around 0.5 and 0.4%, respectively, what is a lower value than
determined for the colloidal solutions. That could be explained by
assuming that bulky non crystalline capping agents may result in
the presence of intrinsic defects in the perovskite lattice, which can
act as charge traps and quench luminescence. Similarly, in our
previous works we already observed that during the photoexcitation the charge carrier could be transferred to the surface ligand
due to the presence of strong electron acceptors [35]. Furthermore,
AFM was used to probe the surface modiﬁcation of the glass support with PNP-PNA-M (see topographic image in Fig. SI-9). The
root-mean-square (RMS) roughness (Rq) value was 97 nm which
could be an indication of the inhomogeneous overcoat.
Remarkably, the ﬁlms stored in the ambient conditions (room
temperature and humidity of 40e50%) after 32 days possessed a
slight red shift in the emission maximum from initial
517 nme523 nm, see in Fig. 3d which most likely caused by the PNP
aggregation, however taking into account perovskite sensitivity to

Fig. 3. a) UV-VIS and PL spectra of PNP-PNA-M and PNP-PNA-T thin ﬁlms, b) a photo of PNP-PNA-M thin ﬁlm under UV irradiation (366 nm), c) a photo of PNP-PNA-T thin ﬁlm
under UV irradiation (366 nm), d) a stability study of PNP-PNA-M thin ﬁlms, an inﬂuence of the ﬁlm's age on PL emission and an inﬂuence of the precursor solution's age on PL
emission, e) an inﬂuence of temperature on PNP-PNA-M thin ﬁlms PL emission, f) an inﬂuence of low temperature on PNP-PNA-M thin ﬁlms PL emission, g) an inﬂuence of low
temperature on PNP-PNA-M thin ﬁlms PL maximum and full width at half maximum (FWHM) with an inset of temperature of the lattice transformation from orthorhombic
(around 250 K) to tetragonal (around 50 K) and then to cubic.
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Table 1
Summary of optical data obtained from spectroscopic characterization of nanoparticles PNP-PNA-M and PNP-PNA-T by different sample preparations.

PNP-PNA-M

PNP-PNA-T

Nanoparticles sample

Emission maximum (nm/eV)

Bandgap (eV)

FWHM (eV)

PLQY (%)

Chloroform solution
Toluene solution
Thin ﬁlm
Chloroform solution
Toluene solution
Thin ﬁlm

505/2.42
505/2.42
519/2.39
518/2.39
528/2.35
531/2.33

2.35
2.33
2.37
2.31
2.28
2.28

0.132
0.118
0.113
0.142
0.097
0.097

5±1
2±1
0.5 ± 0.2
1.0 ± 0.5
0.5 ± 0.2
0.4 ± 0.2

moisture [36] overall temporal stability can be considered to be
quite satisfactory. Annealing temperature stability test of the
samples prepared by centrifugal casting was depicted in Fig. 3e. It is
worth to be noted that no signiﬁcant changes in the luminescence
intensity were observed at the annealing temperature below
100  C. However, for the samples annealed at 130  C and above, a
red shift in the emission maximum was detected. Hence, it can be
assumed that PNP start to aggregate at high temperatures due to
the dynamical surface instability. Therefore, the precursor solution
stability was tested and colloidal dispersions were prepared at
different time frames from: fresh; 2 days; 1 week; 2 weeks and 4
weeks old precursor solutions. Precursor solutions were stirred at
ambient conditions before the precipitation. As it is shown in
Fig. 3d, emission maximum was slightly blue shifted with the
increasing age of the precursor solution. Presumably, additional
moisture from the atmosphere could have affected the perovskite
crystallization process since the precursor solutions were stored
under ambient conditions [37,38].

We assumed that low PLQY values, when compared to previously reported works [13], was caused by preferred non-radiative
relaxation processes in PNP. Thus, PL spectra of PNP-PNA-M thin
ﬁlms were measured at various temperatures, varying from 300 K
to 10 K. As expected, with decreasing temperature the PL intensity
(see Fig. 3f and Fig. SI-10) increased by three orders of magnitude
which could conﬁrm reducing the non-radiative relaxation processes by lowering the temperature and thus, increasing of PLQY
[39]. Moreover, with decreasing temperature, it was observed an
emission maxima shifting from 536 nm (2.37 eV) at 300 K to
555 nm (2.29 eV) at 10 K and simultaneously, the FWHM was
decreasing (see Fig. 3g). This observation is in agreement with
previously reported results [40]. The emission maximum shift was
probably caused by the lattice transition from cubic to tetragonal
(around 50 K) and then to orthorhombic (around 250 K), as it can be
observed in Fig. 3g.
Charge transfer between nucleic acids is a well-known phenomenon in both PNA and DNA [41,42] as a result of hopping of the

Fig. 4. Model of binding adenine to PNAþ-PbI-3 electron density at HOMO (a) and LUMO (b) energy orbitals; (c) PL spectra and (d) PL intensity vs. adenine loading (c).
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Table 2
Optical characterization of PNP-PNA-M with different adenine loadings.
Adenine conc. (mol/L) Adenine loading (%) lem,
0
4.4∙106
1.3∙105
3.7∙105

0
20
60
100

509
509
509
507

max

(nm) PL intensity (a. u.)
354
157
126
126

000
000
000
000

charge carriers between the nucleic acids on the peptide backbone.
Therefore, in the present case to consider this phenomenon, adenine
nucleic acid was added to the colloidal solution, as far as the thymine
moiety is supposed to be dangling out of the nanoparticles surface
and its functionality, i.e. its afﬁnity to adenine molecules as complementary base, should be preserved. Complementary pairs are
coupled to each other via hydrogen bonding and it can be expected
that bonding of adenine units to PNP surface modiﬁed with thymine
moieties would cause a PL quenching by the charge transfer, as reported for the luminescence quenching by photo induced charge
transfer between metal complexes in peptide nucleic acids [43].
Thus, adenine was added into the toluene colloidal solution in
various molar ratios (0%, 20%, 60% and 100%) with a respect to the
amount of thymine-based PNA-M ligand. The colloidal solutions
were stirred for ca. 5 h, at ambient conditions, to induce the
hydrogen bonds formation. For each sample, the emission was
measured and PL peak intensity was taken (see Fig. 4c and Table 2).
For the measurement clarity, all the samples were measured at the
same setting of the instrument. It was found out that the addition of
adenine notably decreased the intensity of ﬂuorescence emission of
the nanoparticles PNP-PNA-M. Interestingly, emission maxima did
not change when adenine was added into the colloidal solution. The
limit of detection was found to be 1.76 ppm of adenine (60% addition,
see Table 2, and Fig. 4d) which is comparable with other reported
nucleic acid sensors [43]. The PNA selected in this work contained
thymine, which complementary pairs may bound to each other via
hydrogen bonding. Hence, it was also expected that bonding of
adenine to PNP surface modiﬁed with thymine moieties would
cause PL quenching due to the charge transfer [44].
To explain the possible mechanism of the luminescence
þ
quenching complex of the PbBr
3 PNA with an adenine H-bonded
to thymine group of PNA, a model of binding was used (Fig. 4a and
b). Concerning the electron density distribution in the complex, it
was observed that in the ground state the electron at the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) was fully localized at the
adenine molecule. However, the electron density at the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) was displaced to the PbBr
3
(Fig. 4a and b). Considering the dominant hole mobility in the
methylammonium lead bromide perovskite [45], it could be
assumed that the photogenerated charge carrier is transferred between the PNP surface ligands and H-bonded adenine, which
resulted in a luminescence quenching.
Conclusions
In conclusion, peptide nucleic acid monomer- and trimerstabilized perovskite nanoparticles (PNP-PNA-M and PNP-PNA-T)
were successfully prepared. This type of nanoparticles can be
centrifuged, washed and re-dispersed without any signiﬁcant
changes in their spectral properties. Their perovskite crystallinity
was conﬁrmed by XRD and PNP-PNA-M and PNP-PNA-T colloidal
dispersions in chloroform and toluene exhibited green-blue ﬂuorescence. Quantum chemical calculations showed that formation of
the coordination bond between primary amine group and PNP
surface is the preferred orientation, thus PNA containing thymine
groups on PNP surface are exposed outwards. One of the interesting
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features of these nanoparticles is the luminescence quenching by
the addition of adenine via charge transfer, with a limit of detection
close to 2 ppm was obtained. Additionally, thin ﬁlms were prepared
by centrifugal casting and its potential optical features conﬁrmed
the possible preparation of PNA-based ﬁlms for future applications.
The high chemical versatility of PNA ligands could allow expanding
the described approach for the sensing of whole spectrum of
nucleic acids including DNA sequences. In general, ligand-assisted
precipitation is an extremely facile method to prepare perovskite
nanoparticles due to moderate operational temperature, conventional chemicals and large versatility of capping agents that can be
used [46]. We believe that this approach can open a path towards
numerous possibilities of combining the unique properties of PNA
as molecular building blocks in nanotechnology and perovskites as
promising nanomaterials for applications in electronics.
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